
Empowering Aspirations 

Success Meet of SI & Police Constable Achievers 

Inauguration of SSC GD Coaching Job Aspirants 

Introduction 

Success Meet of Telangana SI & Police Constable Achievers and Inauguration of SSC GD Job 

Aspirants held on December 2, 2023, represented a pivotal moment for Ramky Foundation and 

Paravasthu Creative Foundation. This event not only gathered notable guests and enthusiastic 

students but also exemplified the foundation's unwavering commitment to community 

development and skill enhancement. It was a celebration of the foundation's efforts in nurturing 

individuals for careers in law enforcement and public service. 

 

Event Overview: 

Venue: Ramky Skill Center, Vantamamidi, Shamirpet, Hyderabad 

 

Distinguished Guests 
 

Chief Guest:  

Shri Alla Ayodhya Rami Reddy,  

Founder, Ramky Group & Member of Parliament (Rajya Sabha) 

 

Guests of Honor:  

 Smt Alla Dakshayani, Managing Trustee, Ramky Foundation 

 Sri YR Nagaraja, Managing Director, Ramky Infrastructure Limited 

 Dr. Sujiv Nair, CHRO, Re Sustainability Limited 

 Sri Allu Govinda Reddy, CMD, Greenspace Housing & Engineers Pvt Ltd 

 Sri Nannapaneni Sadasiva Rao, Associate Vice President, NATCO Pharma Limited 

 Dr. PG Sastry, Board of Director, RIL 

 Dr. A.G. Ravindranath Reddy, Board of Director, RIL 

 Ravi Kumar Reddy, Board of Director, RIL 

 Sri Radha Madhav, CSR Consultant  

 Mr. Madhukar Swamy, Deputy Commissioner of Police, Principal - PTC Amberpet 

 

Attended Candidates 

 Selected SI & Police Constable Candidates: 120 

 SSC GD test qualified candidates: 129 



 TCS training candidates: 45 

 

 

Event Proceedings: 
 

Inauguration and Welcoming 

The event commenced with a warm welcome by Mr. Madhukar Swamy, Head, Paravastu 

Creative Foundation (PCF), to Ramky Foundation President MV Rami Reddy and his team. 

The venue was adorned with creative artworks by female candidates and an array of tree 

saplings, mementos, and certificates, highlighting the participants' achievements. 
 

 

 

Host's Opening Address 
 

Mr. Sandeep Hari, General Secretary, PCF, initiated the event with a warm welcome and 

introductions of the esteemed guests. He highlighted the presence of Chief Guest Shri Alla 

Ayodhya Rami Reddy Garu and Guest of Honor Smt. Dakshayani Garu, along with other 

distinguished guests, including YR Nagaraja, Dr. Sujiv Nair, Allu Govinda Reddy, 

Nannapaneni Sadasiva Rao, Radha Madhav, Dr. PG Sastry, Dr. A.G. Ravindranath Reddy, and 

Ravi Kumar Reddy. 



He emphasized the importance of training for Police and Army Selection. He recalled 

significant achievements made by Ramky Foundation in association with Paravasthu Creative 

Foundation, underscoring their collaborative efforts in community development and training 

initiatives. Mr. Hari suggested that the SI selected candidates play a mentoring role for SSC 

GD aspirants, stressing the value of guidance from experienced individuals. 

 

Mr MV Rami Reddy delivered an extensive speech about the Foundation's establishment in 

2006 and its growth over the years. He focused on community development initiatives carried 

out even before the advent of the 2013 CSR Act. He highlighted the foundation's significant 

turnover and its extensive workforce serving communities in various states, with a special 

mention of their presence in West Bengal. 

 

Discussing the recent successes in Telangana Police Department Selections, Rami Reddy 

detailed the foundation's plans to expand training to SSC GD aspirants, following the Central 

Government's job calendar announcement for 26,000 posts in SSC GD & RPF. He noted the 

foundation's initial plan to train 100-200 aspirants, which expanded to accommodate 600 across 

two campuses. He also acknowledged the support from organizations like Ramky 

Infrastructure Limited, Ramky Estates & Farms Limited, Re Sustainability Limited, and 



Greenspace Housing & Engineering Pvt Ltd., thanking them for their generous funding 

support. 

 

Rami Reddy introduced Mr Mahendra who got selected for an SI, who shared his personal 

journey of overcoming challenges to achieve success. Mr. Mahendra's story was one of 

resilience and determination, supported by specialized training and guidance from the 

foundation. 

 

Shri Madhukar Swamy spoke about the center's previous achievements and the new initiative 

on SSC GD training. He outlined the comprehensive approach to training, focusing on 

disciplined living, nutritious food with millets, and a well-structured course and curriculum. 

He stressed the importance of test series and special attention to students requiring additional 

support, underlining the center's commitment to elevating the learning level of all aspirants. 

 
 

SI Candidates' shared their experiences and insights, discussing the disciplined lifestyle and 

nutritious diet integral to their training. They spoke about the rigorous curriculum and the test 

series, emphasizing the special focus given to students who needed extra attention or were 



scoring low in tests. Their speeches highlighted how focused training approaches enabled them 

to achieve high scores and improve their learning levels gradually. 

 

Shri A.G. Ravindranath Reddy commenced the series of speeches with an appreciative tone 

towards the SI and Constable aspirants. He further motivated the SSC GD aspirants, 

emphasizing their potential for success and encouraging their continued dedication. 

 

Dr. Sujiv Nair echoed this sentiment, acknowledging the accomplishments of the SI and 

Constable aspirants. He inspired the SSC GD aspirants, urging them to strive for success in 

their future endeavors. 

 

YR Nagaraja also took the stage to appreciate the efforts of gathering candidates. His speech 

served as a source of encouragement for SSC GD aspirants, fostering a sense of ambition and 

determination. 

 

Dr. PG Sastry address was a highlight, appreciating both the aspirants and the collaborative 

efforts of RF and PCF. He recalled his visit to the training center, expressing admiration for 

the hard work of the students. Dr. Sastry commended Madhukar Swamy for his excellent 

training provision and provided philosophical insights, guiding aspirants towards virtuous 

conduct as officers. 



 

Greenspace Housing and Engineering Pvt Ltd 

Mr. Govinda Reddy and Mr. Rajashekar Reddy from Greenspace Housing and Engineering Pvt 

Ltd. focused on the importance of qualitative police training for community development. They 

expressed pride in their involvement in the initiative and committed to continued support in 

future endeavors. 

 

Smt Alla Dakshayani offered congratulations to all the candidates, appreciating the efforts of 

Madhukar Swamy and Rami Reddy. Her speech was motivational, instilling confidence in the 

SSC GD & RPF aspirants about their potential success in upcoming coaching sessions. 
 



 

Nannapaneni Sadasiva Rao extended heartfelt congratulations to the Sub Inspectors and 

Police Constables for their commendable hard work and determination. He encouraged them 

to serve as a beacon of inspiration for the SSC GD and RPF aspirants, acknowledging their 

achievements as a model of dedication and perseverance. 

 

Highlighting the remarkable achievements of the Ramky Foundation, Nannapaneni noted the 

impressive 52 SI selections and 225 Constable selections, including state toppers, underlining 

the foundation's significant impact in shaping successful law enforcement careers. His 

aexpectations for similar exceptional results for the SSC GD and RPF aspirants were evident, 

reflecting his confidence in the foundation's training programs and the aspirants' potential. 

 

Nannapaneni emphasized the crucial role of education and skill development in India, a country 

ripe with opportunities in these areas. He stressed the importance of harnessing the capabilities 

of the youth to enrich the nation, a task that demands tremendous efforts from all CSR 

organizations. His belief in collaborative efforts for noble causes resonated throughout his 

speech, highlighting the synergy between different entities working towards common goals. 

 



Personal interactions with the candidates revealed their diverse and often challenging 

backgrounds. Nannapaneni expressed deep joy and admiration upon hearing their incredible 

journeys from struggling with basic needs to securing a position as a police officer, a 

transformation that epitomizes resilience and aspiration. 
 

Nannapaneni Sadasiva Rao assured his continued collaboration with Ramky Foundation, 

committing to catalyze their efforts and amplify the outcomes. His words not only celebrated 

the achievements of the present but also laid a hopeful foundation for future successes, 

reinforcing the commitment to nurturing talent and serving the community. 

 

Shri Alla Ayodhya Rami Reddy 

The final speech by Shri Alla Ayodhya Rami Reddy was comprehensive and inspiring. He 

congratulated the selected aspirants, thanked the guests for their support, and emphasized the 

importance of noble ideals, moral conduct, and responsible citizenship. His words underscored 

the need for youth to contribute towards India's emergence as a superpower, focusing on 

exercise, yoga, meditation, truth, and justice. Shri Ayodhya highlighted the importance of 

environmental care, political awareness, and spiritual guidance, concluding with a call to action 

for sustainable practices and ecological initiatives. 

 

Contributions and Acknowledgments 

The event recognized the collaborative efforts of various organizations in supporting Ramky 

Foundation’s initiatives. Mr Rami Reddy thanked them for their support in training and funding 

aspirants. 
 

 

Closing Ceremony 

The event concluded with the presentation of mementos to the guests, including Dakshayani 

Garu and Alla Ayodhya Rami Reddy Garu by Shri Madhukar Swamy. 

 

Final Remarks 

Mr. Sandeep Hari delivered the vote of thanks, bringing the successful and inspiring event to 

a close. 

 

Conclusion 

Success Meet of Telangana SI & Police Constable Achievers and Inauguration of SSC GD Job 

Aspirants marked a significant step towards empowering aspiring candidates in their pursuit of 



excellence in law enforcement careers. The event not only celebrated the achievements of 

the aspirants but also underscored the collaborative spirit and commitment of Ramky 

Foundation and Paravasthu Creative Foundation and other partners towards societal 

development and skill enhancement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transformative Journeys of Aspirants at Ramky Foundation 

 

Case Study 1: The Inspirational Journey of Mr. Mahendar 

Mr. Mahendar's story stands as a testament to resilience and determination. Coming from a 

humble background, he was raised by his grandmother, a beacon of strength and inspiration in 

his life. Despite facing numerous hardships, she ensured that Mahendar received a proper 

education and supported him in all aspects of life. Her unwavering support and guidance were 

crucial in shaping his aspirations to become a police officer. 



Mahendar's journey to becoming a Sub Inspector is marked by relentless effort and 

perseverance. His grandmother's role in his life highlights the profound impact that a nurturing 

and supportive family member can have on an individual's aspirations and achievements. 

Mahendar's success is not just a personal triumph but a tribute to his grandmother's sacrifices 

and belief in his potential. 

 

Case Study 2: The Remarkable Achievement of the Zilla Brothers 

The story of Zilla Srikanth and Zilla Rajendra from Warangal District is one of familial success 

and shared dreams. Both brothers, hailing from a modest background, have remarkably secured 

positions in the police force – Srikanth as a Police Constable and Rajendra as a Sub Inspector. 

Their mother's presence at the event and her expression of immense gratitude underscore the 

significant role played by quality training provided by Ramky Foundation and Paravasthu 

Creative Foundation. Her words reflect the deep appreciation for the opportunity that these 

foundations have offered to her children. This case study exemplifies the transformative impact 

that dedicated training and support can have on the lives of individuals from underprivileged 

backgrounds, enabling them to realize their potential and achieve their goals. 

 

Case Study 3: The Triumphant Story of the Manimoni Siblings 

The Manimoni family from Hyderabad presents a unique and inspiring narrative. Three siblings 

– Manimoni Srilatha, Manimoni Pushpa, and Manimoni Shyam Sundar have all successfully 

secured positions as Police Constables. Their collective achievement is a remarkable display 

of familial dedication and the power of supportive training environments. 

Their journey to becoming police constables was paved with hard work and determination, 

greatly aided by Ramky Foundation and Paravasthu Creative Foundation. The siblings' 

expression of gratitude towards RF and PCF highlights the critical role these organizations play 

in nurturing and realizing the aspirations of young candidates. Their suggestion for Ramky 

Foundation to expand such initiatives reflects their belief in the positive impact these programs 

can have on more lives. The Manimoni siblings' success is not only a personal victory but also 

a validation of Madhukar Swamy's vision and the effectiveness of the Ramky Foundations' 

efforts in police training. 


